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Total Accepted Works: 84
(All works titles and abstracts were translated in three languages: Portuguese, English and Spanish, and organized in CDs, distributed to the participants).

Total Participants: 361

Number of Countries: 15 (America: Brazil, Argentina, Colombia, Mexico; Europe: France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Denmark, Sweden; Asia: Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, India; Africa: South Africa.)
Conferences:

Opening Conference – Toy Library: A New Existential Posture – Nylse H. S. Cunha, founder and Vice-President of ABBri, Brazil


II Magna Conference – Researches in Toy Libraries: Results and Present Trends – Tizuko Morchida Kishimoto, USP Faculty of Education, Brazil

III Magna Conference – Games: Their Rhythms, Regulations and Operations – Lino de Macedo, University of Sao Paulo Institute of Psychology, Brazil

IV Magna Conference – Toy Libraries in Spain: Between Continuing and Change. Its Application on Society – Maria Borja y Solé, Barcelona University, Spain

V Magna Conference – ITLA: Its Trajectory, Changes and Achievements – Cynthia Morrison, President of ITLA, South Africa

Roundtables:

Roundtable I – Toy Libraries In The World

Roundtable II – Play And Games In Toy Libraries

Roundtable III – Toy Librarian Training

Roundtable IV – New Ways For Toy Libraries

Roundtable V – Toy Libraries In Universities

Roundtable VI – Hospital Toy Libraries: Their Benefits
Roundtable VII – Experiences In The ABBri Branches: Hospital, School and Itinerant Toy Libraries

Roundtable VIII – Toy Libraries For Everyone

Roundtable IX – Contribution of Education and Health Professionals for The Toy Libraries

Each Roundtable contained three presentations.

Oral Communications:

Oral Communication I – The Toy Librarian Training

Oral Communication II – Playing and the Toy Library: Mind-Body Integration

Oral Communication III – Education, Health and Culture

Oral Communication V – Creativity & Diversity in Ludic Areas

Each Oral Communication contained an average of six presentations.

Posters:

Session I: Hospital Toy Libraries

Session II: University, School Toy Libraries and Toy Librarians’ Training

Session III: Miscellaneous

Total: 37 Posters.
Brazilian Ludic Presentations:

I – Chico dos Bonecos (Chico’s Puppets)

II – Maracatu (NE Brazilian Dance & Musical Presentation)

III – Brazilian Regional Toys and Games – Renata Meirelles

International Presentations: Spontaneous Ludic and Musical Presentations of different Countries present in the Main Auditorium.